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When You Enter a
Judging Contest

So you want to judge animals. That's
good, for it is a valuable experience for
every boy and girl to learn something of
the principlesof judging. Through judging
you learn to:

i obtain up-to-date information

A make accurate observations

A weigh and balance for comparison

A arrive at a definite conclusion

In judging animals you apply these prin-
ciples as you carefully analyze and weigh
the points of the animals you are judging
against the standard or ideal type.

In our contest system we use four animals
in each class. As you judge you will di-
vide them into three pairs. You compare
No. 1 with No. 2, then No. 2 with No. 3,
then No. 3 with No. 4. Actually, you have
five animals in mind as you look over a
classthe four animals you are judging
and the ideal animal.

Make your easiest placing first. This may
be your top animal or it may be your bottom
animal. Or, you may break the class into
groups of two pairs. Lsuallyyou can place
the class better from a distance.

Learn to look the animals over closely.
Look especially at those parts where we
get the high-priced cuts of meat.

Always depend on your own judgement
rather than that of someone else. Once

you make your decision, you must be able
to back it up with sound and definite rea-
sons. Vague ones won't do.

Vhen you enter a livestock judging con-
test, you will judge classes of beef,
sheep, swine and dairy animals. There
are times when the dairy and meat animal
contests are held separately.

In scoring, the way you place your animals
is based on 100 points and your oral or
written reasons 100 points.

Several types of judging cards are used.
In Oregon we have a 4" x 6" card used
in practice contests, It has an area for
your placing, a place for the official plac-
ing and a column for you to keep your own
score.

In contests we use pads of score cards,
the first one is for registration information,
the remainder are for you to record your
placing for each class.

Your judging card should be carefully
checked before you hand it in. See that
you have your placings written down as
you want them.

Judging is an art and your skill in doing
a good job of judging can be improved by

study and practice. A good way to im-
prove your skill is to know the parts of
the animals you are judging. This is es-
pecially helpful when giving reasons.



When You Judge BEEF CATTLE
The first thing you must know in judging
beef cattle is the major parts of an animal.

If you don't know them, get busy and learn
the names and locations of the various
parts.

\\hat do the parts of the ideal animal look
like? \\hat are the most desirable parts?

Ho'' do you look at an animal and evaluate
it as a whole?

You must know the answers to these ques-
tions. You must also know the terms you
use to tell what you see.

You must learn all this before the contest.
You will use this knowledge as you ob-
serve, evaluate and compare a class.

What is a Beef-Type Animal?

SHORT
FULL THICK
LOIN WELL SP

SHORT

LEVEL

BAC K
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BROAD

flIJMP WIDE, LEVEL

ROUND (quarter)

SMOOTH
DEE

SHOULDER j

DEEP
FLANKS

A beef-type animal is an ideal or standard
of perfection. It combines all the charac-
teristics that add to the beef animal's
value and efficiency. You must know the
ideal beef animal type in judging beef
cattle. The ideal animal is wide, moder-
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IDE FRONT

ately low set, straight in top and bottom
lines, and deep bodied. lie has a broad,
short head, a short neck, full IDund, and
is compact and thick in natural flesh and
muscle.
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Major Parts of a Beef Animal

Give the high-priced cuts first and most
consideration in a beef-type animal.

Back and Loin. The back and loin are
wide, thick and strong. A narrow, uneven
width and weak back or loin are objection-
able.

BACK

+
LOIN

.i.ii]

BACK

+
LOl N

POOR
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High-Priced Cuts

1. Loin
2. Back
3. Rump
4. Round
5. Rib

Low-Priced Cuts

6. Shoulder
7. Flanks (fore & rear)
8. Brisket

Rump. The rump is long and square and
straight to the tail head, making the top
line level and fleshing smooth throughout.
Good length of rump contributes to a nicer
balance in the animal. Cattle with short
rumps are often loosely coupled and lack
balance. A short or drooping rump or a
high tail head is objectionable.

[i

GOOD POOR



GOOD POOR

Depth of Body. The ribs are long and \\e!l
sprung, giving depth and width to the body,
The ribs are close together so that the
body is compact, and the finish is put on
smoothly. A flat-ribbed, shallow-bodied
animal usually ds not do well.
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Round. The rounds are full and deep, with
meat close down to the hocks, a deep twist
and a long, wide, level rump. A bulging
round is desirable.
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Chest. The chest is deep and full, The
forelegs are well apart and set on the
corners of the body. Good width between
the legs emphasizes a strong constitution
and general deep fleshing qualities. The
bottom of the chest comes down well be-
tween the forelegs. An animal with close-
set forelegs will always lack chest capacity
and balance,

S
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GOOD POOR

Neck and Shoulders. The neck is short
and blends in smoothly with the shoulders.
A heavy, thick dewlap and a thick crested
neck are undesirable and usually mean the
steer was castrated at an older age or a
poor job of castrating was done. linde-
sirable shoulders are heavy and coarse,
open over the top with the blades standing
out from the body. The desirable neck and
shoulders are smooth and carry the thick-
ness of the rest of the body. They should
always be in balance.

Head. The head is broad between the eyes
with the width carried down to the muzzle.
An ideal head is as wide between the eyes
as it is from the eyes down to the muzzle.
An animal with a long, narrow head is often
tall, upstanding, long legged and rangy.

Legs. The legs are straight and set
squarely under the corners of the body.
They should not be cow-liocked or close
to tile hock or sickle-hocked. Short legs
are a good sign of compactness.



DEVELOP A JUDGING SYSTEM
As you judge beef cattle, it is always well
to have in mind a definite system that fits
your needs and helps you analyze the class
more effectively.

Remember, the animals in a class are num-
bered 1, 2, 3, 4. These numbers are to
identify the animals. As you look at the
animals from the rear when the class is
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lined up, the No. 1 animal is on the left
and the No. 4 animal is at the right.

Your first impression of the class is usually
a lasting one. Make it 12 steps from the
animals. Study the class for3 or 4 minutes
and get a good impression of the animals
as a whole. Study from side, rear, and
front views.
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As you look at the animals from the side, let your mind register such points as:

. . depth of body . depth and fullness of hindquarter
. moderately low set . . . long, even, level rump

. . straight top and bottom line . . . length of neck
. flanks full and low . . . straightness of legs

[;j
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Then view the animals from the rear, noting;

. depth and fullness of round
. . squareness of rump
. . depth of twist
. width and uniformity of rump, loin,

and back
. . trimness of middle
. . spring of rib
. . straightness of leg

A closeup view should allow you to check the depth
and smoothness of fleshing. Start at the shoulders
or rump and feel over the back, down over the ribs.
Concentrate as you do this, letting your mind accept
the impressions you get when handling. Use one
hand at a time in feeling cattle. love near tie ani-
mal, using eyes and hands to check:

7

As you view the animals from the front,

observe:

. . head, for a broad muzzle and
short face

. . chest for depth and width
. front legs for width and standing

squarely balanced
. neck blending into shoulders
. shoulders for smoothness and

uniform width
. . fullness of the heart girth

. hidemellow, elastic
. . thick, natural fleshing

smooth covering
shoulders-_smooth filled and
compact behind shoulders
back and lointhickly covered

. . hairfine

. ?A



MAIN JUDGING POINTS

The main points to keep in mind as you
judge fat steers are finish, conformation,
and quality. Other important factors are
type, dressing percentage, and size.

Finish, often called condition, kill, or cov-
ering, means how much fat and how evenly
itis spread over the animal. Finish should
be uniform, smooth, and slightly mellow to
the touch, but not too soft. Finish over the
back, loin, and rump of the animal is more
important than over the cheaper forequarter
cuts. You judge finish by the amount of fat
onthe backbone and ribs. Keep these points
in mind as you judge finish: Where it is,
how much, and what kind.

Quality is a degree of refinement. It is
indicated by a thin, pliable hide; a clean-
cut head and neck; medium-sized, dense
bone; and general smoothness of body.
Too much refinement often shows a lack
of constitution and general ruggedness.
Rough shoulders, prominent hips, coarse
joints, coarse hair, and thick, tight blades
are also undesirable,

Dressing percentage or yield is the com-
parison of live weight to carcass weight.
Vefigure this by percentage. For example,
a 1000-pound steer that dresses 600 pounds
of meat has a dressing percentage of 60.
A trim middle, a light hide, and finish mean
a higher dressing percentage. Condition,
quality, and conformation also affect the
dressing percentage of a steer,

Size means desirable weight for agenot
too small or too large. The intermediate
size that will grow and mature at a pre-
ferred market weight is most desirable.

i]

Conformation refers to structure or makeup.
A beef animal should be moderately low set
and compact and show balance and symme-
try from any view, smoothly blending well-
proportioned body parts.

JUDGING BREEDING CATTLE

\\hen you judge breeding cattle, you must
con sider type and conformation, quality,
and natural fleshing. Other factors are
constitution, breed and sex character, feet
and leg size, and breed type.

Natural fleshing is the amount of muscle
or lean tissue the animal has. A wide back
and loin and bulging round indicate good
natural fleshing. Ereeding animals have
less fat than steers, but the fat should be
smooth,

Constitution is the ability of livestock to
live tinder adverse conditions as shown by
a broad head and muzzle, a full heart girth
and a wide chest floorwith a roomy middle.

Breed character shows in head shape and
ear carriage. Ilerefords have broad burly
heads. Angus have broad clean heads with
niore dish to the face and a sharp poil with
ears slightly higher than horizontal.

Sex character is tIle appearance by which
you can distinguish one sex from another
as shown by the secondary sex character-
istics, The bull should be masculine, as
shown by his head, neck, and shoulders.
A cow should be more refined and feminine,
sonietimes referred to as "sweet headed."



When You Judge HOGS
Injudging hogs, let the ideal market barrow
be the basis on which you judge all breeds.

You must know the major parts of a hog,
what makes a desirable part and how to
evaluate the whole animal. Then you ob-
serve, evaluate, and compare a class. After
you judge a class of hogs, you should be
able to tell in hog terms what you saw that
influenced your placings,

In judging hogs, consider the overall de-
velopment. Usually we put greater emphasis
on the ham, back, side and shoulders (picnic
and butt), in that order.

There are three different types of hogs:

Short, chuffy, fat type
Intermediate, meaty type
Narrow-backed, light-hammed,

meatless type

Research has shown us that short, chuffy
hogs fatten at a light weight. They do not
have as many pigs as the other two types.
On tile other extreme, the shallow-bodied,
slim hog is a poor feeder and a slow gainer.

The intermediate, or inbetween type, has
a medium long body, medium long leg, and
uniform body depth.

What is a Meat-Type Hog?

SMOOTH
SHOULDER

FULL THICK LONG FULL RUMPUNIFORM WIDTH ,LOIN s.-' HIGH TAIL SETTING

UNIFORM ARCH

LONG SMOOTH SIDE

TRIM UNDERLINE

EEP FLANKS

The ideal intermediate or meat-type hog is
of medium length, with a strong moderate
arch to the back, a high tail setting, and a
full, plump, deep ham. His head is cleancut,
with a trim jowl.

DEEP THICK
HAM

TLe meat-type hog is well balanced, correct
in finish, and shows evidence of firmness.
He has a clean strong bone, with no sign
of coarseness about the joints. He has a
reasonable amount of hair of good quality.
Coarse, curly hair is not a good quality.



Major Parts of a Hog
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II

GOOD

Length. The meat-type Log has a medium
side length that is smooth, firm, and free
from wrinkles.

POOR

Width. You can see width best from the
rear. The first thing you see is the slight
bulge of the hams and shoulders. The turn
over the back gives you the thick ness of
back and loin. A gradual correct turn indi-
cates meatiness. The loin is deep, strong,
and full. The narrow-backed hog is not a
meat hog; neither is a wide-backed, fat hog.

GOOD POOR POOR

EIJ
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GOOD

POOR

Depth. The meat-type hog Las a good body. depth. His rear flank is deep and well
filled out. His fore flank is clean, free
from wrinkles, and deep. The underline is
straight, trim, and full. Breeding animals
should have at least 12 well-spaced, cor-
rectly developed teats.

Rump. The meat-type hog's rump is long
with a gradual slope to the tail head. He

is slightly rounded from side to side over
the top, with no signs of coarseness or
fleshiness. From the side view you also
can see the high tail setting and the bulge
of the ham. A steep rump and a low tail
setting cut down on the size of the ham.

GOOD

POOR

Arch. The back of a meat-type hog is
strong with a gradual arch. You can see
this from the side as the hog walks. A

strong back indicates meatiness, since
muscle is stronger than fat.

GOOD POOR



Consider the high-priced cuts first in the
meat-type hog.

GOOD POOR

} /
Ham. The iaui is the most expensive re-
tail cut on a hog. It should he deep and

;) thick, firm and meaty, smooth and thick,
/ and extend ',elI down onto the lock. A

nieat-tvpe log should not have soft-wastv
Earns,

'I

POOR

Back and Loin. The back and loin are
uniform in width from shoulders to rump.
Shoulders and hams show slightly more
width than the back and loin,

12
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GOOD

FRONT

GOOD

POOR

POOR

Neck, Jowl and Shoulders. The jowl is firm
and trim. The neck is of medium length.
The shoulders are neatly set into the body
with shoulder blades well filled between
with muscle. The bead is cleancut with
good width between the eyes.

Legs. Tile legs are veryimportant in breed-
ing animals. The pasterns are sturdy; the
legs straight, well out at tile corners.

GOOD POOR

13

REAR

GOOD

POOR



JUDGING a
Class of Hogs

Each animal in a class is identified by a
number on its back. Because the animals
are moving around in the pen and you are
judging as you walk, it is very important
that you see and evaluate each animal to
compare it with others. To do this, one
person moves the hogs while you and other

SIDE VIEW

Stand atleast 15 feet away and look at each
animal as he moves. Look for:

type and general balance
length and depth of side, firmness

. . trimness of underline, firmness
smoothness of shoulders (free from
wrinkles)

. . uniformity of arch
plump, meaty, firm, deep hams
straight legs and strong pasterns

14

contestants look at them from outside the
pen. To compare the animals, you must see
them from a distance.

Handling is not necessary in judging hogs.
Usually you can evaluate the animal by
looking at it from side and rear.

REAR VIEW

Stand near the animal and look for:

. uniform width of back and loin
(from shoulder to ham)
correctness of turn over back and
loin
width of ham and shoulder
firm, meaty shoulder and ham
high tail setting, amount of fat
around tail head
fullness behind shoulders
quality, free from wrinkles or
flabbiness
depth of ham and fullness between
hind legs
straight legs; short, strong pasterns



When You Judge SHEEP

In judging sheep you must know:

A the major parts of the animal

A what makes a desirable part

A how to evaluate the whole animal

When you judge a class of sheep you must
observe, handle, evaluate, and compare.
The animal is covered with wool. The only
way you can be sure what is under the wool

is to handle the sheep. Therefore, you use
your eyes and also your hands.

SQUARE, LEVEL
RUMP

DEEP, PLUMP
LEG-O-LAMB

Then, tell in sheep terms what you saw and
found that made you place the class as you
did.

You will find the mutton-type sheep is used
in most 4-H judging contests.

If you are a beginner at judging sheep,
start with market lambs. They are easier
to judge than breeding animals.

15



Steps in Judging Lambs
As you look at a class of lambs from the
rear, No. 1 is on the left and No. 4 is on
the right.

CONSIDER THESE POINTS:

A Finish
A Conformation
A Quality
A Dressing percentage
A Percentage of high-priced cuts

Finish includes amount of fat, It is the
most important factor in judging lambs. To
determine finish, you must feel through the
wool for fat on backbone and over the ribs.

Conformation and/or type is the general
build of the lamb, He is heavily muscled,
especially wide over the rack, back, and
loin. His width is uniform from front to
rear, carrying out to a square dock, He has
large, plump, firm legs and a deep twist,
The desired lamb las a strong level top,
is well balanced and stands on short legs.
The Iamb is low set and blocky. He has
a short neck.

Quality is the smoothness throughout, in-
cluding tight frame and smooth finish,

Dressing percentage. We express the ratio
of carcass weight to live weight as a per-
centage. l he dressing percentage for sheep
is much lower than for cattle or hogs. A

choice lamb dresses about 50 per cent. For
example, if a lamb seiglis 100 pounds, its
dressed weight will he about 50 pounds.
To determine dressing percentage of fat
lambs, consider trimness of middle, degree
of finish and amount of wool.

Percentage of high-priced cuts is the ratio
of loin, leg, and rack to the remainder of
the lamb. Look for a wide loin and rack
and a heavy leg.

STEP 1

Stand behind class (25 to 30 feet) and look
for:

width of back, loin, and dock (rump)
deep, well-filled legs and twist
uniform width from front to rear
width between hind legs

STEP 2

Stand at the side (about 25 to 30 feet) and
look for:

body rectangular in shape
straight top and bottom lines
depth of body
deep flanks (fore and rear quarters)
short, thick neck

iI

STEP 3

Stand in front of class (25 to 30 feet) and
look for:

. width between forelegs

. . width and depth of chest

. . breed type about the head (in breed-
ing animals)
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Judge From a Distance
-
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Judge by Handling

After you look the animals over carefully
from a distance and compare them on general
appearance, type, and conformation, it is
time to handle each animal to prove your
findings with your hands.

-
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The way a lamb stands as you handle it
will affect what you find. He should be
standing squarely on all four legs. Each
lamb should be handled in exactly the same
place and in the same manner. If you start
feeling for finish on the back from the rear
to front, handle all lambs the same way.

STEP I - Finish Over the Top

With your fingers extended and close to-
gether, check the finish (amount of fat) over
the top. Press firmly with the fingertips
of one hand. Usually, the less bone you
feel, the more fat there is on the lamb.
Check over the back, loin, rump, and ribs.
While your hand is on the shoulder, check
the smoothness of the shoulder.

STEP 2 - Finish Over Ribs and Spring of
Ribs

You can determine the amount and quality
of finish on the ribs by pressing firmly with
your fingertips. Look for an even covering
of firm fat. You also can determine spring
of ribs and capacity through the middle. A
deep, firm finish over the ribs, back, loin,
and rump is essential in a fat Iamb.

.
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STEP 3 - Width of Loin

Examine the width and depth of loin as
pictured. The loin is one of the more ex-
pensive cuts. Look for a strong broad loin,
showing depth and reasonable amount of
firm fleshing.

STEP 4 - Size of Leg

You can determine the size of the leg and
the amount of bulge on both inside and out-
side by grasping the leg firmly as close to
the body as possible. To determine the
size of this important and expensive cut
correctly, you must use both hands and
press firmly, with the fingers meeting on
the inside.



-

STEP 5 - Depth of Twist

Determine depth of twist and depth of hind-
quarters from this view.

Judging Breeding Sheep
You have more points to consider in judg-
ing breeding sheep than for market lambs.
Finish is not a major point.

Again, be guided by what you see, but
handling is a greater necessity in placing
breeding sheep than breeding cattle. Since
most breeding sheep are shown in full
fleece, you can determine the difference
between conformation only by handling.

In judging breeding classes, type, confor-
mation, quality, and natural fleshing are
important, as well as constitution, size,
breed and sex character, feet and legs,
breed type, and fleece.

Conformation and type are the most impor-
tant points in judging breeding sheep. As
in lambs, look for low set, blockiness,
depth, width, size of leg, and overall bal-
ance. Type varies with the breedsome
are more compact and lower set than others.
The Southdown is low set, compact, and
small. The Hampshire is larger and not
as compact.

Quality is about the same in breeding ani-
mals as in lambs, with more emphasis on

20

the head. The animal should be wide be-
tween the eyes and have a strong muzzle.

Natural fleshing is the amount of muscling.
Size, fullness and plumpness of leg, as
well as width of rack, loin, and dock, are
good signs of natural fleshing.

Constitution is indicated by a broad head
and muzzle, wide chest and a full heart
girth.

Size of the different breeds of mutton
sheep varies considerably. Sheep are
mature when about 2 years old. Avoid
extreme size. Large animals are not ob-
jectionable as long as they maintain quality,
balance, and smoothness.

Breed and sex character vary. Rams should
be rugged with strong bones; ewes are more
refined in their features. Each medium-
wool breed has certain characteristics
about its head, ear, and fleece marking
that help you identify it.

We suggest you get pictures and learn the
breed characteristics of the Hampshire,
Southdown, Shropshire, Suffolk, and Dorset.



When You Judge DAIRY CATTLE
The main function of the dairy cow is to
produce milk. Her appearance does not
always indicate her ability. There is no
substitute for produ ction records. However,
a cow's appearance does tell us about her
potential and her wearing ability.

In judging dairy cows, consider these four
main points:

A General appearance

A Dairy character

A Body capacity

A Mammary system

TO BE A GOOD JUDGE:

Learn the ternis in the Dairy Cattle
Score Card.

Develop an ideal-type cow in your
mind.

Be able to make comparisons in judg-
ing classes.

Don'tguessbe ableto seeeach cow
in the class. Look each cow over
carefullybefore you try to place them.

flemember the class of cows. Don't
be too descriptive. Compare the cows
and tell why you make the placings
you do.

General Appearance and Dairy Character

; -
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Cow 1 is smooth and very deep in chest
and body. She appears to be lacking in
dairy qualities. Her neck is shorter and
much thicker than that of Cow 2. Although
she appears tobe dryor nearly dry, Cow l's
mammary system is not indicative of heavy
production. Cow 2 excels in both confor-
mation and dairy qualities.

Cow 2 is much deeper, both in the heart and
barrel than Cow 3. The chest of Cow 2 is
broader and the front legs are placed well
apart, indicating good rib spring. Contrast
this picture with that of Cow 3.



Body Capacity

Mammary System

tt

A

This is a frail cow, weak in chest, narrow
in rib spring, and lacking in ruggedness.
Such a cow would not be expected to con-
sume large arnountsof feedor to yield large
amounts of milk for long periods of time.

The upper udder is an example of an almost
perfect mammary system. Note the shape,
strength of attachments, veination, teat
size, and placement.

The lower picture shows a double weakness
in an udder. First, the front quarters are
widely separated with a deep crevice be-
tween the two halves of the udder. The
second weakness is a medium support fail-
ure with the teats pointing outward.

22
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IDEAL AYRSHIRE COW

-

IDEAL BROWN-SWISS COW

p/f
IDEAl. HOISTEIN-FRIESIAN COW

..

IDEAL GUERNSEY COW

IDEAL JERSEY COW

BREED CHARACTE RISTICS
AYRSHIRE

Strong and robust, showing constitution and vigor, symmetry,
style and balance throughout, and characterized by strongly
attached, evenly balanced, well shaped udder.
COLOR - Light to deep cherry red, mahogany, brown, or a

combination of any of these colors with white, or white
alone, distinctive red and white markings preferred, black or
brindle objectionable.

SIZE - A mature cow in milk should weigh at least 1200 lbs.
HORNS Inclining upward, refined, medium length and

tapered toward tips. No discrimination for absence of horns.
GUERNSEY

Size and strength, with quality and character desired.
COLOR - A shade of fawn with white markings clearjyde-

fined. Skin should show golden yellow pigmentation. When
other points are equal, a clear (buff) muzzle will be favored
over a smoky or black muzzle.

SIZE A mature cow in milk should weigh at least 1100 lbs.
"In milk" means normal condition after having been in
milk from 3 to 6 months.

HORNS No discrimination for absence of horns.
JERSEY

Sharpness with strength indicating productive efficiency.
COLOR - A shade of fawn, with or without white markings.
SIZE A mature cow in milk should weigh about 1000 lbs.
HORNS Incurving, refined, medium length and tapering

toward tips. No discrimination for absence of horns.

BROWN SWISS
Strong and vigorous, but not coarse. Size and ruggedness with
quality desired. Extreme refinement undesirable.
COLOR - Solid brown varying from very light to dark.

White or off-color spots objectionable. Females with any
white or off.color markings above the underside of the
belly, or with white core in switch do not meet color
standards of the Brown Swiss breed, and shall be so desig-
nated when registered. Pink noses and light streaks up the
side of the face objectionable.

SIZE The minimum weight for mature cows should be
about 1400 lbs.

HORNS Incurving and inclining slightly up. Of medium
length, lacking coarseness, tapering toward tips. Polled
animals not barred from registry. No discrimination for
absence of horns.

HOLSTEIN
Rugged, feminine qualities in an alert cow possessing Holstein
size and vigor.
COLOR Black and white markings clearly defined. Color

markings that bar registry are solid black, solid white,
black in switch, black belly, black encircling leg touching
hoof head, black from hoof to knee or hock, black and white
intermixed to give color other than distinct black and white.

SIZE A mature cow in milk should weigh at least 1500 lbs.
HORNS - No discrimination for absence of horns.

EVALUATION OF DEFECTS
In a show ring, disqualification means that the animal is not eligible to win a prize. Any disqualified animal is not eligible
to be shown in the group classes. In slight to serious discrimination, the degree of seriousness shall be determined by the judge.

EYES
1. Total blir,dness: Disqualification.

2. Blindness in one eye: Slight discrimination.
3. Cross-eyes: Slight discrimination.

WRY FACE
Slight to serious discrimination.

CROPPED EARS
Slight discrimination.

PARROT JAW
Slight to serious discrimi nation.

SHOULDERS
Winged: Slight to serious discrimination.

TAIL SEFING
Wry tail or other abnormal tail settings:
Slight to serious discrimination.

LEGS AND FEET
1. Lameness - apparently permanent and

interfering with normal function: Disquali-
fication.

- apparently temporary and not alfecting
normal function: Slight discrimination.

2. Bucked knees: Slight to serious discrimina-
tion.

3. Evidence of arthritis, crampy hind leg:
Serious discrimination.

4. Boggy hocks: Slight to serious discrimina-
tion.

ABSENCE OF HORNS
No discrimination.

LACK OF SIZE
Slight to serious discrimination.

UDDER
1. Blind quarter: Disqualification.

2. Abnormal milk (bloody, clotted, watery):
Possible disqualification.

3. Udder definitely broken away in attach-
ment: Serious discrimination.

4. A weak udder attachment: Slight to serious
discrimination.

5. One or more light quarters, hard spots in
udder, obstruction in teat (spider): Stight
to serious discrimination.

6. Side leak: Slight discrimination.
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DRY COWS
Among cows of apparently equal merit:

Give strong preference to cows in milk.

FREEMARTIN HEIFERS
Disqualification unless proved pregnant.

OVERCONDITIONED
Slight to serious discrimination.

TEMPORARY OR MINOR INJURIES
Blemishes or injuries of a temporary charac-
ter not affecting animal's usefulness: Slight
discrimination.

EVIDENCE OF SHARP PRACTICE
1. Animals showing signs of having been op-

erated upon or tampered with for the pur-
pose of concealing faults in conformation,
or with intent to deceive relative to the
animal's soundness: Disqualification.

2. Uncalved heifers showing evidence of hav-
ing been milked: Serious discrimination.
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DAIRY COW UNIFIED SCORE CARD
Copyrighted by The Purebred Dairy Cattle Association, 1943. Revised, and Copyrighted 1957

Approved - The American Dairy Science Association, 1957

Breed characteristics should be considered in the application of this score card

Order of observation
1. GENERAL APPEARANCE 30
(4ttractive individuality with,feminity, vigor, stretch, scale, harmonious blending ofailparts, and
impressive style and carriage. All parts ofa cow should be considered in evaluating a cow's general
appearance) 10

BREED CHARACTERISTICS - (see reverse side)
HEAD - clean cut, proportionate to body; broad muzzle with large, open nostrils; strong jaws; large,
bright eyes; forehead, broad and moderately dished; bridge of nose straight; ears medium size and alertly
carried -
SHOULDER BLADES - set smoothly and tightly against the body 10
BACK - straight and strong; loin, broad and nearly level
RUMP - long, wide and nearly level from 1100K BONES to PIN BONES: clean cut and free from
patchiness; THURLS, high and wide apart; TAIL HEAD, set level with backline and free from coarse-
ness; TAIL, slender -
LEGS AND FEET bone flat and strong, pasterns short and strong, hocks cleanly moulded. FEET,

deep heel level FORE LEGS, in length,
10

short, compact and well rounded with and sole. medium straight,
HIND LEGS, from hock to from the sidewide apart, and squarely placed. nearly perpendicular pastern,

view, and straight from the rear view -
2. DAIRY CHARACTER 20
(Evidence of milking ability, angularity, and general openness, without weakness; freedom from
coarseness, giving due regard to period of lactation)

NECK long, lean, and blending smoothly into shoulders; clean cut throat, dewlap, and brisket 20
WITHERS, sharp. RIBS, wide apart, rib bones wide, flat, and long. FLANKS, deep and refined. THIGHS,
incurving to flat, and wide apart from the rear view, providing ample room for the udder and its rear
attachment. SKIN, loose, and pliable -

3. BODY CAPACITY 20
(Relatively large in proportion to size of animal, providing ample capacity, strength, and vigor)

BARREL strongly supported, long and deep; ribs highly and widely sprung; depth and width of barrel 10

tendin_g to increase toward rear
HEART GIRTH - large and deep, with well sprung fore ribs blending into the shoulders; full crops; 10
full at elbows; wide chest floor

4. MAMMARY SYSTEM 30
(A strongly attached, well balanced, capacious udder offine texture indicating heavy production
and a long period of usefulness)

UDDER - symmetrical, moderately long, wide and deep, strongly attached, showing moderate cleavage 10
between halves, no quartering on sides; soft, pliable, and well collapsed after milking; quarters evenly
balanced -
FORE UDDER moderate length, uniform width from front to rear and strongly attached 6
REAR UDDER - high, wide, slightly rounded, fairly uniform width from top to floor, and strongly 7

attached -
TEATS uniform size, of medium length and diameter, cylindrical, squarely placed under each quarter, 5
plumb, and well spaced from side and rear views
MAMMARY VEINS - large, long, tortuous, branching

-
2

"Because of the natural undeveloped mammary system in heifer calves and yearlings, less emphasis is
placed on mammary system and more on general appearance, dairy character, and body capacitr. A slight
to serious discrimination applies to overdeveloped, fatty udders in heifer calves and yearlings.

Subscores are not used in breed type class/i cation. TOTAL 100
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When You Give Reasons
Yougivereasons tocomparethe differences
in the animals you judged. 'You want your
reasons to be impressive, interesting and

sincere. You want your manner to be con-
fident as you give them.

Your reasons should be brief; place empha-
sis on the big or main points in the class.
The prime point you want to make is why

you placed one animal over the other.
Through comparison, you tell "why." You
can describe until you are out of breath,
but if you do not compare, you will have
wasted your time and energy.

TWO ESSENTIALS OF SPEAKING

1. Have something to say.

2. Say it as though you mean it.

PRACTICE GIVING REASONS

It will help you:
A Think more clearly

A State your thoughts more expertly

A Improve your appearance to give you
speaking poise

A Improve your voice

A Develop memory

DON'T BE AFRAID

To overcome your fear of speaking and giv-
ing reasons:

A Know more about your subject than
anyone else in the audience.

A Make yourself master of words you use.

A Be sure you use correct grammar.

* Give attention to your appearance.

A Speak slowly and articulate plainly
speaking rapidly comes with practice.

LET YOUR EYES HELP

Use your eyes to help you speak effectively.
They are most useful in telling your mean-
ing. They help you keep the interest of the
person or audience to whom you are speak-
ing. They add emphasis to your voice.
Look the judge straight in the eye when
you give oral reasons.

THINK OF THE ANIMALS

You are less likely to forget your reasons
when you are actually thinking of the ani-
mals. Your reasons are more convincing.

How Good Are Your Reasons?
The judges will determine the ValuE

Content. What did you say?

Accuracy. They count off for incor-
rect statements. Be truthful and
accurate.

Emphasis. Stress the major differ-
ence more than the lesser ones.
Give the major difference first,
usually.

of your reasons by:

Completeness. Bring out all major
differences in your reasons. Omit
any difference that is so small it
leaves room for doubt.

Terms. Use correct terms. Improper
terms weaken reasons.
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Delivery. Organize your reasons in
logical order. from most impor-
tant to least important. Tell
them in a pleasing voice.



General Rules for Giving Reasons

1. Do not claim strong points for one
animal unless it has them. Claim the points
where it is superior and then grant to the
other animal its points of advantage.

2. Emphasize the major difference
strongly. Giving big differences first on
each pair helps.

3. Be concise and definite. Don't hunt
for things to say. If you don't remember,
go on to the next pair you are to discuss.

4. Speak with confidence and without
hesitation. Speak with enough enthusiasm
to keep the judge interested.

5. Use correct terns for each class and
breed. Do not use cattle terms for swine,
for example.

6. End reasons strongly. Give a concise
final statement as to why you place the
last animal last.

7. Be sure you have your reasons well
organized so you will not hesitate when
you present them to the judge.

8. Asyou giveyour reasonstothe judge,
stand about 6 feet away from him. Stand
with your feet spread apart, hands behind
you, and look at the judge and talk to him.

Organize Your Reasons

First, be sure the judge knows your number
in the contest.

You might start off by saying, "I place
this class

(name of class)

(your placing, example 1, 2, 3, 4)

You may then introduce the class by say-
ing, "I place No. 1 at the top of the class
and over 2 because__________________

Compare the animals, giving the major
points first and minor points last.
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"I grant 2 over 1 ___________________
Say this if there is some point or points
where 2 excels 1.

Compare each pair in the class in the same
way (middle pairand bottom pair). "I place
4 last because
Give reason, but also give credit for good
points.

Close your reasons by saying, "For these
reasons, I place this class ______________

(name of class)

(your placingi, 2, 3, 4)

.



JUDGING TERMS AND REASONS

BEEF CATTLE TERMS

General Appearance

More blocky

Blockier
Broader

Lower set
Smoother individual
More symmetry

More symmetrical
individual

More balance

Straighter topped
Stronger topped
More style
Beefier
More compact

Straighter underline
Typier
Meatier

Head

Sweeter head Steery
More breed character Staggy
Wider head Cleaner cut
Shorter head Broader muzzle
More femininity Shorter face
More feminine head Wider forehead
Plainer Heavier horn (bulls)
More masculine head (bulls)

Neck

Shorter neck
Throaty
Thicker neck
Cleaner throat
Trimmer throat

Shoulders

Out in shoulders
Loose shoulders
Prominent at shoulder

point
More neatly laid-in

shoulders
Open shouldered

Fuller neck
Fuller shoulder vein
Neck blends smoother

into shoulder

Coarse in shoulders
Smoother shoulders
Smoother blending

shoulders
More prominent shoulders
Rougher shoulders
Tidier shoulders
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Chest

Wider chest
More chest width
Deeper chest
More chest depth
Fuller chest
Larger heart girth

Back and Loin

Wider

More back width
Stronger
Thicker
Bare over back or loin

Ribs and Belly

More rib spring
Deeper ribbed
Closer spaced ribs
Smoother ribbed
Thicker, more mellow

rib covering

Rump

Wider

Squarer at rump
Droopy rump
Higher at tail head
Patchy rump
More peaked rump
More prominent tail head

Quarter or Round

Deeper
More bulging round
Heavier round
Plumper

Stronger constitution
Shallow in the heart
More arch of forerib
More spring of rib
Fuller in heart girth

Plumper loin
Easy in back and loin
More mellow

Smoother loin
More evenly covered back

or loin

Narrow shoulder backs
Poorly covered rib
Bare over ribs
Flat ribbed
Straighter underline

Pinched rump
Rough at tail
More level rump
Straighter rump
Fuller rump
Smoother rump

Narrow at rump

Longer
Thicker
Wider

Larger



Twist BEEF CATTLE REASONS

Deeper twist Wider

Fuller twist Plumper I place this class of Hereford heifers 2-3--4-1.

I place 2 over 3 because she is a typier heifer
that is lower set and more compact. She is
deeper bodied and wider over the back and loin.

Body She stands straighter on her legs and shows
Longer Thinner hided more breed character and femininity about her
Shorter More pliable hide head.

Deeper More rugged I grant that Number 3 shows more symmetry and
More body depth Straighter lines balance, being more uniform in her width and
More body width Less paunchy depth of body. She has a larger quarter.
Thicker More paunchy
Rangy Trimmer middle I place 3 over 4 in a rather close placing. Nut

Less wasty middle I went to Number 3 because she is a larger,
more growthy heifer that has more width and
depth of body and has a larger, more bulging
quarter.

Quality However, Number 4 is a more stylish heifer.
Neater head Smoother finish She is straighter and stronger in her top and has
Cleaner-cut head Neater carcass a more feminine head.

More pliable hide Trimmer carcass I place 4 over 1 because she is a more stylish
Thinner hide Trimmer middle heifer. She is stronger in her top line and car-
More mellow hide More style ries more width over the back, loin, and rump.

Shehas a deeper, more bulging round and stands
straighter on her rear legs.

I grant that Number 1 is a larger heifer that is

Legs deeper bodied and shows more breed character
about the head. I left her last in this class

Straighter legs Cleaner-cut legs because she lacks the type as well as the sm-
Squarer placed legs Shorter legs metry and balance to place higher.
Heavier boned

For these reasons I place this class of Hereford
heifers2-3-4-1.

Finish or Condition

Fatter individual (steers)
Higher finished animal
More mellow covering
Nicer handler
More handling qualities
More uniform finishing

Thicker covered
More even finish
Smoother covering
Firmer finish
Soft
Mellower loin

Carcass

Higher dressing percentage Higher yielding carcass
Higher cutout value Higher quality carcass
Higher percentage of high-priced cuts
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HOG TERMS

General Appearance

Typier individual Smoother

More meat type Neater arched top
Stretchy Neater individual
Longer More quality
Deeper More muscling
Symmetrical Meaty

More balance Longer sided
More style Meatier carcass
Stylish Firmer fleshed
Sharper More constitution
More rugged More symmetrical



Head More refined bones More symmetry

More breed character More feminine (sows)
Smoother finish Finer hair

Neater head More masculine (boars)

Neck

Shorter Trimmer jowl
Cleaner-cut jowl Firmer jowl
Neater jowl Less flabby jowl

Shoulders

Neater laid-in shoulders Fuller behind shoulders
Tighter made Smooth shouldered
Freer from wrinkles Smoother over shoulders
Neater at shoulder top

Body (back, loin, side, belly)

Wider back Wider loin
More muscling over back More loin width
Stronger backed Neater in belly
Stronger arched Less wasty belly. Neater arch Straighter underline
Longer body Longer sided
Straighter belly More side length
Neater middle Deeper sided
Trimmer middle Lower flanked
Nicer turned over top Smoother sided
Deeper body Freer from wrinkles and
Longer loin creases
Firmer sided More constitution

Rump and Ham
Longer rump Firmer ham
Wider rump Fuller ham
More rump width Longer ham
Neater turned rump Shorter shanked ham
Larger ham More bulging ham
Deeper ham Plumper ham
Thicker ham Meatier ham

Quality

More refined head Freer from wrinkles
Straighter hair Cleaner-cut appearance
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Finish

Smoother
More desirable finish

Legs

Stronger footed
Squarer on rear legs
Straighter or stronger

pasterns

Underline

More uniform teat
placement

More prominent underline

Cutout Value

Higher percentage of
lean meat

Higher cutout value

Firmer fleshed

Higher quality bone
Correct leg length
Straighter legs

More teats (6 pair)
More broody underline
More mammary development

Greater proportion of high-
priced cuts

Carcass

Higher yielding carcass Higher quality carcass
More balanced carcass Smoother carcass

MARKET BARROW REASONS

I place this class of market hogs 2-4-3-1. I

place 2 over 4 because he is a more stylish,
meatier barrow that is stronger and more uniform
in his arch. He has a plumper, more bulging
ham and is trimmer and firmer in his underline
and jowl. He will yield a higher percentage of
lean cuts.

I grant that Number 4 is somewhat longer sided
and that he is neater in the shoulder.



I place 4 over 3 because he is a meatier barrow Shoulders
that is smoother in his shoulders and nicer Prominent at shoulder Smoother shoulders
turned over his back. He is longer sided and point Smoother blending shoulders Ihas a larger, trimmer ham. He will have a meaty Open shouldered Rougher shoulders
carcass that will yield a higher cutout value. Coarse in shoulders Neater laid-in shoulders
However, Number 3 is a higher quality barrow
that is trimmer about the middle and jowl.

I place 3 over 1 in a rather close placing. I went Chest
to Number 3 because he is a higher quality Wider chest Fuller heart girth
barrow. He carries his width more uniformly More chest width Shallow in heart
from front to rear and has a trimmer, firmer ham. Deeper chest More rib spring
He is a trimmer middled barrow. More chest depth Fuller chest
I give Number 1 credit for being a longer sided Larger heart girth

barrow that is slightly firmer in his finish, but
I left him last in this class because he tapered
in his width. He is coarse shouldered and lacks
muscling. He is wasty about his middle and Back and Loin

jowl. Wider Easy in back
More width of back and Weak or flat loin

For these reasons I place this class of market
loin Bare over back or loin

hogs 2-4---3---1. Stronger top More evenly covered over
Thicker covering back or loin
Smoother loin

SHEEP TERMS

General Appearance Ribs and Belly
More blocky Stronger topped More rib spring Straighter underline
Blockier More style Deeper ribbed Narrow shoulder back
Lower set More symmetry and balance Smoother ribbed Bare over ribs
More symmetry Straighter underline Poorly covered rib
More balance of parts Typier
Straighter topped

Rump

Head
Longer More level
Wider at dock Squarer at dock

More breed character Plainer
Wider head Coarse
Shorter head Clean cut
More femininity (ewes) Broader muzzle

Bod
More feminine head (ewes) Shorter face
More masculine head (rams) Longer More body depth

Shorter More body width

Deeper

Neck

Shorter neck Fuller shoulder vein Twist

Throaty Neck blends smoother into Deeper twist Plumper
Cleaner throat shoulder Fuller twist Wider

Trimmer throat Fuller neck Shallow twist Cup-up between twist
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Legs more uniformly from front to rear and is trimmer

Deeper Plumper in his middle.

More bulging leg Thicker I certainly grant that 3 is deeper in his body,
Heavier leg Wider wider across his loin and plumper in his leg.
Larger Legs on corners
Straighter legs Legs wide apart I put 3 over 2 because he is a wider-topped,

Squarer placed legs Shorter legs deeper-bodied lamb that carries more finish
Correct leg set Heavier boned down his top. He is deeper in his twist and
Too fine boned Longer heavier in his leg. lie will hang up a thicker,

meatier carcass that will yield more of the
higher-priced cuts.

I grant that 2 is smoother through his shoulders
Quality and stronger in his top.

Neater head Neater carcass Realizing that 2 is a low set, compact lamb that
Cleaner-cut head Trimmer carcass is smoother through his shoulders, I place him
Firmer finish Trimmer middle at the bottom of the class because he carries
More style the least amount of finish of any lamb in the

class, lie is narrow down his top and light in
his leg. Therefore, he will hang the least de-
sirable carcass in the class.

Fleshing or Condition

Fatter (not overdone) Thicker covered
For these reasons I place this class of fat
lambs 1-4-3-2.

More correctly finished More even fleshing
More uniform fleshing Smoother covering
Firmer finish

Carcass

Higher dressing percentage Higher yielding carcass
Higher cutout value Higher quality carcass
Higher percentage of high-priced cuts

MARKET LAMB REASONS

I place this class of fat lambs 1-4-3-2. I place
1 over 4 because he is the meatiest lamb in the
class, lie is wider across his loin, squarer at
his dock and carries a heavier leg. Therefore,
he will hang up a nicer balanced, higher quality
carcass.

I grant that 4 is a lower set, more compact lamb
that is trimmer in his m iddle.

I put 4 over 3 in a close placing because he is
a lower set, more compact lamb that carries
more finish over his ribs. lie carries his width
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DAIRY CATTLE TERMS

General Appearance

Shoulder blades blend more smoothly into body
Straighter, stronger over top, vertebrae well defined
Wider, smoother loin
Wider, more prominent hips
More nearly level hooks, free of excess tissue
Higher, wider thurls, more room in the pelvic region
Wider, smoother, more nearly level pin bones
Smoother tail head
Longer from hooks to pins
More nearly level from hooks to pins
Less slope to rump
Cleaner, less beefy rump
Ideal top line, straighter from withers to tail head
Sharper, cleaner at the withers
Smoother (stylish), more nearly balanced legs and feet
More substance of bone
Moves more easily and strongly
More set to the hind leg
Cleaner, more refined but strong hock
Stronger, smoother in pasterns
Less spring in pasterns



Dairy Character

Longer, leaner neck, blends more smoothly into
shoulders

Cleaner about throat and dewlap
Sharper, cleaner at point of withers
Deeper, more refined in flank
Thinner, more pliable skin

Body Capacity

More depth, openness, length, and spring of ribs
Deeper in heart girth
More capacious middle and barrel
Wider in the chest
Greater rib spring
Deeper-flanked cow
Pinched in the heart
Fuller in shoulder, more spring of forerib

Mammary System
Higher, wider, stronger rear udder attachment
Longer, smoother, firmer foreudder attachment
More capacious udder extends farther forward
Larger, more capacious udder
Deeper udder, more nearly level on the floor
Greater udder development
More evenly balanced, strongly attached udder
Udder more pliable and soft, excellent texture and

quality
More uniformly spaced teats
Teats more uniform, convenient size and shape
More prominent veining on udder and barrel

DAIRY CATTLE REASONS

I place this class of dairy cattle 4-1-2-3. 1

place 4 over 1 because she is superior in udder
and veining, larger and more capacious in bar-
rel, and excels in evidehce of milkiness.

The udder of 4 is attached higher and wider in
the rear, has superior texture, and distinctly
more surface veins. Furthermore, her milk veins
are larger, and, since her udder has greater
depth and width, it excels in capacity. The
cow herself is larger, with greater stretch and
length of body. She has a longer, more dairy-
like looking neck. She is more open ribbed,
thinner in the thighs, broader across the
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rump, and possesses more overall dairy quality
and capacity. In analyzing these two cows, it
should be mentioned that 1 is somewhat supe-
rior to 4 in set of legs, cleanness at the hocks,
and perhaps in quality and firmness of bone.
She also stands straighter on her pasterns.

I placed 1 over 2 as she h as more depth and
capacity, is much smoother over the top line
and rump, and stands straighter on her legs.
She is also a broader, stronger cow than 2.
One gets her superiority in capacity by being
deeper and fuller in chest, stronger in spring
of nb, especially forerib, and by having a
greater width between the hooks and through
the thurls. Furthermore, 1 is much straighter
and smoother in top line, more level and wider
in loin, higher and wider at the pins with a
flatter rump and smoother tail setting. She
also possesses more substance in bone and
stands straighter on well-set legs. True, 1 is
not as dairy-like as 2, and 1 concedes in
height and width of rear udder and in udder
texture.

I put 2 over 3 because she has more breed
character, general quality, and style. She
excels also in shape and capacity of udder as
well as in evidence of production. The udder
of 2 is larger, more shapely, with well-developed
forequarters that are firmly attached. She also
has a broader, stronger attached rear udder.
The network of surface veins and appearance
of good texture give the udder a highly produc-
tive look. Furthermore, 2 is deeper and fuller
at the elbows with a superior spring of rib.
11cr body is somewhat deeper, especially in
rear flank. She is more alert and appears to be
a stronger, more active cow.

Perhaps 3 has less to commend her than any
other cow in the class. Iler general relative
lack of quality and capacity, coupled with only
a slightly better-than-average udder and veins,
places her in last position. Although this cow
is placed last in this class, it is not to imply
she is so deficient that, compared to the aver-
age cow, she may not still have many points
to commend her. She would he acceptable in
almost any herd.

For these reasons I place this class of dairy
cattle 4-1-2-3.



Notes and Score Card for Oral Reasons

Make a set of notes to help you with your
oral reasons. Make them short and simple.

Notes are used to study before giving oral
reasons to the judge, not to read to him. You
should not refer to your notes while giving reasons.

This is an example which matches the reasons
on Hereford heifers given in this manual.

SCORE CARD FOR ORAL REASONS

NAME NO.
SCORE

CLASS A4hi_a-
PLACING ,Z TlI
Presentation (25)

Grooming
Posture
Poise, confidence
Eye contact
Clear, audible voice
English ................................

Organization (25)
Introduction ..........................

Logical order ........................

Conclusion ............................

Knowledge of Subject (25)
Saw major strengths,

Weaknesses, and
Important differences

Used Appropriate Terms (25)
Descriptive adjectives
Correct names of parts

* EEwelleet, GGood, FFair, NNeed, iepoveeeet
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The score card for oral reasons will help you
organize and present your reasons. It may also
be used for written reasons by scoring neatness,
legibility, and spelling in place of appearance and
speaking under Presentation.

it is suggested that the score cards be given to
the contestants along with the placing cards at
the beginning of the judging contest. Each con-
testant will fill out the top three lines of his card,
then give it to the reasons judge when he reports
to give reasons. The judge scores the oral reasons
as presented, then gives the card to the scoring
committee. After the contest is scored, the card
may be returned to the contestant.






